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This is written by Harmonize, and we have done our best to research and describe the features of Feedbackfruits and 

uses in the classroom as compared to Harmonize. Any descriptions of the intent or features of FeedbackFruits should 

be verified by the FeedbackFruits team.

Disclaimer:



In general, Harmonize and FeedbackFruits are tools that target different areas of the 
student learning experience, although there is some minor overlap.   

The implication from the above summaries is that 
Harmonize is primarily focused on making 
communication the centralizing force of student and 
instructor activities. Harmonize does not put a heavy 
focus on the instructor configuring exact processes 
for the students to follow. We take into account an 
instructor’s workload and the fact that instructional 
styles and methodology are too diverse to force 
conformity. We also focus on tracking student 
engagement, so instructors can quickly identify 
students who need more support.

Harmonize’s three guiding principles include:

To that end, Harmonize is a suite of tools 
enabling all aspects of student-to-student and 
instructor-to-student collaboration - making it as 
rich and as natural as possible. We focus on how 
students express themselves differently and 
strive to support all of those communication 
styles. We then layer in accessibility tools like 
auto-captioning of videos and engagement 
monitoring tools to find the students who need 
more support quickly. We require as little setup 
as possible from the instructor and provide the 
kind of tools to further streamline their 
processes.

FeedbackFruits provides a formal structure to 
the assignment submission process and 
feedback. With that focus, they make heavy use 
of content critique so different types of content 
can be marked up, and they also provide 
breakpoints in content so students can interact 
before moving on with content consumption.

FeedbackFruits focuses on three feature areas:

Overview

Harmonize FeedbackFruits

Student Engagement

Making that Engagement Inclusive

Saving Instructors Time

Authentic Assessment and Peer 
Feedback

Tools for Collaborative Learning and 
Social Annotations

Tools for Engagement and 
Interaction

General Differences

Harmonize’s Engagement Insights show instructors how much — and 
how well — students engage with course content and one another. 
These tools make it easy for instructors to see when a student is at risk.




This is Harmonize’s primary focus, making sure that instructors and students can 
communicate easily, meaningfully, and effectively, just as they can in a social media 
context, and ensuring this is done inclusively while keeping instructor workload to a 
minimum.

General Course Communication 

Harmonize’s flagship product is designed to let 
communication be the center of everything. 
Students can 1-click into an area and see both 
what their instructor wants them to talk about 
and their fellow students express themselves, as 
well as join the conversation -- just as they’re 
accustomed to in today’s world of social media.  



We layer tools such as multiple due dates, 
tagging, and engagement monitoring to ensure 
that students are participating and interacting 
with their classmates regularly.



FeedbackFruits does not have a similar feature. 
The closest appears to be their Discussion 
Assignment, which looks very similar to the 
discussion forums already built into the LMS.

Harmonize shows students and instructors everything that’s happening, at a 
glance. As a result, it’s easy for students to discover content and for 
instructors to monitor student engagement. Reactions and tagging make 
contributing to online discussions feel easy and natural for students.

Open Topic Discussions

Harmonize allows instructors to post polls, graded or otherwise, directly into their module to gather 
feedback from students at any point in the class. This gives instructors a baseline of where students are at 
with respect to the content,class, understanding, mood, etc.



Harmonize also allows student-created polling within the communication forums so students can ask 
questions of their peers.



FeedbackFruits doesn’t seem to have a similar feature. The closest allows instructor-created polling around 
a specific piece of content so that students are required to stop and answer a poll before continuing with 
content consumption.

Polling



Harmonize offers one-on-one or group chat 
within the LMS -- supporting text, images and 
recorded video sharing.



FeedbackFruits doesn’t have this feature.

Harmonize encourages more vibrant and frequent communication 
by giving every student a pathway to participation. Everyone can 
spark new conversations using chat, polls, and Q&A boards.

Chat

Harmonize offers Question and Answer forums at both the course-wide and module-specific level where 
students can ask questions and receive answers from their peers including upvoting of good questions and 
selections of best answers.



FeedbackFruits doesn’t have this feature.

Q+A Forums

FeedbackFruits provides a series of tools for instructors to take their content (PDF, Video, Audio) and set 
breakpoints for students to pause and answer a question.



Harmonize provides the ability to upload content between polling questions but doesn’t enforce/stop the 
student from proceeding if they don’t answer the question.

Content Consumption



When turning in work, FeedbackFruits is focused 
on work created outside of the LMS in many file 
formats and then uploaded into LMS. Harmonize 
allows both uploading of external documents as 
well as authoring text and recording audio/video 
within the LMS.



FeedbackFruits allows an instructor to pick a 
type of assignment either for Peer Review or for 
Instructor feedback and those can be based 
either on work handed in or on an observation 
that happens outside the LMS with no artifact to 
turn in (like a presentation). The instructor can 
then structure the type of feedback and 
mechanism they are expecting from their 
students for turning in work. Students are guided 
through those steps.

Harmonize takes a less structured approach to assignment submission. We give instructors a comprehensive 
set of tools to write/record what they want students to do, structure multiple due dates for that work to 
happen, but we don't force the student to follow the exact steps on how they go about finishing the 
assignment.



Both methods have positives and negatives. Harmonize chose a less structured approach because it allows 
more flexibility for instructors to do things we haven’t thought of, and there is less of a learning curve when it 
comes to using the tools effectively to communicate. This less rigid approach means that students have to 
follow the instructions without enforced guidance to confirm they’ve done everything.

Structure and Enforcement

Because FeedbackFruits is primarily focused on assignment submission, we’ve spent more 
time comparing these features between the two platforms.

Assignment Submission

Multimedia Modern interface

Milestones

Milestones, or multiple due dates, help students remember deadlines and 
contribute to discussions now instead of at the last minute. You can use 
them to set clear expectations, remind students of approaching due 
dates, and pull them back into the conversation. It gives you a range of 
flexibility to support students.



Both platforms allow student-to-student interaction around the assignment submission if the instructor 
chooses. 



Because FeedbackFruits centers its assignment submission around an artifact (document, video, image, 
etc.), the communication between students or with the instructor around a piece of work is confined to a 
sidebar that only allows text.



To branch out beyond text discussions for an assignment that also requires an upload, the instructor has to 
add an Open Discussion question to the assignment. This lets students discuss in text, images, and attached 
files separate from where they were critiquing the work.



If no submission is required, the instructor can create a discussion assignment in which students can then 
interact as they would in the Open Discussion feature mentioned above with text, audio, and attachments.



Harmonize takes a different approach and blends the communication and assignment critique into a single 
collaborative area that is focused more on the richness of the communication. Students and instructors can 
collaborate with text, in-browser audio/video, images, embedded web pages, polling, and more. The ability 
to communicate effectively is of primary importance during this process vs. the document uploaded by the 
student taking center of attention.



FeedbackFruits has an additional method to critique student-uploaded text-based documents (PDF, Word) 
by highlighting and annotating the text. Harmonize currently only allows this for instructor-uploaded PDFs.

Communication

Harmonize keeps grading simple by providing two methods:

Grading

Plagiarism Detection

Harmonize integrates with plagiarism detection 
software to check for student authenticity.

Qualitative

Qualitative grading is supported by rolling up all 
of the student work into an easily consumable 
Dashboard with metrics, letting the instructor 
assign a point total and comment/feedback for 
submission to the gradebook. 



FeedbackFruits allows the instructor to build in 
rubrics and categories for providing a qualitative 
grade.

Harmonize integrates with leading plagiarism detection systems. Student 
work is automatically checked for originality. Instructors can easily review 
the results directly in Harmonize. 



Visit Harmonize at:

harmonizelearning.com

Harmonize allows for auto-participation 
grading whereby the instructor assigns point 
totals to how many posts and comments 
they expect by multiple due dates. The 
resulting student score is auto-calculated 
and sent over to the LMS.



FeedbackFruits allows for auto-process 
grading whereby the instructor assigns 
points to the steps in their prescriptive 
submission process. For full details,  
see their website.

Automated Grading

FeedbackFruits integrates an AI engine to provide feedback suggestions to the instructor 
around student work.



Harmonize provides an AI engine which analyzes students' posts and comments in order 
to identify to the instructor which students may be at-risk.

Artificial Intelligence

Harmonize automatically passes feedback and grades back to the LMS gradebook, 
which saves instructors’ time. With autograding for participation and a comprehensive, 
at-a-glance view of student performance, instructors can stop digging through 
discussions to evaluate performance and calculate points.

Both platforms allow annotation or marking up videos and images in similar fashions both by 
instructors and peers.



FeedbackFruits allows highlighting and commenting on PDF/docs, which Harmonize doesn’t 
yet allow. We only allow that functionality on instructor-uploaded PDFS right now.
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https://harmonizelearning.com/
https://harmonizelearning.com/
https://help.feedbackfruits.com/en/articles/2904330-configurable-grading-explanation#:~:text=How%20does%20grading%20work%20in%20FeedbackFruits%3F&text=With%20configurable%20grading%20the%20teacher,heavily%20within%20the%20total%20grading.



